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About This Game

A fun and charming RPG containing all of the good RPG elements with no bells and whistles. Join LADY and friends on their
quest to uncover their fateholder origins,

enjoy fast-paced turn based combat as you fight your way through the realm in pursuit of a destructive force, learn new spells
along the way, and most of all enjoy

the companionship of your party. The game is approximately 5 hours in length.

Controls: Arrow Keys = movement. Enter = interact/select. Escape = menu. Hold Shift = Dash. F4 = fullscreen. Hold enter in
combat = speed up attack order.
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The game that started it all!

Bosses that require unique strategies.

4-7 hours of game play.
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Fateholders of Tetsoidea is a distinctly amateur 3.5-hour RPG Maker game. It's full of stupid names, unexplained acronyms,
utterly terrible acronyms, and awful jokes that were probably not funny to anyone except the author and their close friends.

At the same time, it's not the worst RPG Maker game I've played by a long shot. It's mostly a linear progression from one map
to the next, with frequent save points that restore all of your HP and MP, and mildly interesting combat mechanics - enough to
not become completely formulaic within a few hours, at least. The story is your standard "people with mysterious powers save
world from evil empire" formula, but presented in a disjointed way such that it mostly feels aimless.

Not recommended, as there's way better JRPGs - even ones made in RPG Maker - out there, but if you own it for some reason
it's at least not actively painful to play.
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